We investigate the task of mining relevant stocks given a topic of concern on emerging capital markets, for which there is lack of structural understanding. Deep learning is leveraged to mine evidences from large scale textual data, which contain valuable market information. In particular, distributed word similarities trained over large scale raw texts are taken as a basis of relevance measuring, and deep reinforcement learning is leveraged to learn a strategy of topic expansion, given a small amount of manually labeled data from financial analysts. Results on two Chinese stock market datasets show that our method outperforms a strong baseline using information retrieval techniques.
Introduction
Stock prices are affected by events. For example, recent announcement of a state plan to build a new economic region, Xiong'an near Beijing, by the Chinese government has led to the rise of hundreds of stocks, which can directly or indirectly benefit from the plan. As a second example, the winning of a lawsuit against IP (Intellectual Property) breach can strengthen investors' confidence on technological and entertainment companies. We refer to the topics or themes of such events (e.g. Xiong'an and IP) as concepts and their relevant stocks as concept stocks. Given a news event, it can be highly useful for investors to find a list of relevant concept stocks for making investment decisions.
For popular concepts, lists of relevant concept stocks can be found from analyst reports from financial websites. On the other hand, concepts are dynamic and flexible. In addition, insights can be relatively scarce for emerging capital markets, such as the Chinese market, which had been closed to foreign investments before 2015. It is therefore a challenging research question how to automatically find out potentially relevant stocks given a topic of interest, from a large market of multithousand equities.
Intuitively, evidences between concepts and stocks exist in text documents over the Internet. For example, news articles report events and companies involved. In addition, company filings such as annual/quarter reports contain factual knowledge about stocks, which can also be useful background information. For example, knowing that a company invests heavily on research is useful for correlating the company with IP-protection laws. Such evidence-mining process can involve multiple steps. As shown in Figure 1 , starting from concept, Xiong'an, one might learn that the new economical region is located in the Baiyangdian area, which is further located in Hebei province. By further reading, one can infer that the new economic region is related with the coordinated development plan for the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, and therefore benefit a wider range of stocks.
Based on the intuition above, we build a neural model for mining evidences for concept stock recommendation. The basis of our model is distributed similarities between concepts and stocks, obtained from embeddings trained over large-scale raw documents. Embedding similarities encode correlations from direct narrative evidence within context windows. To further include a multi-step evidence mining, we build an iterative model for concept expansion, augmenting a given concept by iteratively adding more relevant concepts from background documents. As demonstrated in Figure 1 , this process can be ambiguous, since there can be multiple directions for further reading given a set of concepts. We leverage a small amount of manually labeled data, downloaded from financial analysis websites, for guiding evidence mining.
In particular, we take a reinforcement learning method, which regards the evidence mining process as a decision process. The starting point is a given input concept, such as Xiong'an or Electronic Vehicle. At each step, a decision is made to stop further reading, or to continue adding related concepts to the set of concepts being considered. Existing concepts can also be removed from further consideration. Documents that discuss each concept are used to support the decision. After the process stops, relevant stocks to the set of concepts are recommended. The decision process is guided using a neural network model structure, trained with a loss function over the quality of the finally recommended stocks.
Results on two Chinese datasets show that our method outperforms a strong ranking-based baseline, which utilizes only direct evidences. Our method can be easily adapted for other markets given the availability of a small amount of training data. Our code is released 1 .
Related Work
Our work is related to information retrieval and query expansion, where a concept can be regarded as a query and relevant stocks can be regarded as retrieved results. We rely on external evidence for correlating concepts and stocks.
Ranking is an important problem in information retrieval. We focus on ranking using neural models here. One line of work (Shen et al., 2014a ,b) models queries and documents using convolutional neural network and ranks the documents pair-wise or list-wise. Another related method (Cao et al., 2015) adopts recursive neural networks to rank sentences for multi-document summarization. These methods requires massive annotated data, which is expensive to obtain for concept stock recommendation.
Query Expansion: One line of work (Cao et al., 2008; Preston and Colman, 2000) utilizes a feedback-based relevance model to expand queries. Another line applies language modeling to estimate conditional probabilities of concepts given a query, and expands the query with the most probable concepts (Bai et al., 2005; Carpineto and Romano, 2012) . Recently, word embeddings are adopted for query expansion (Kuzi et al., 2016; Diaz et al., 2016) . Our framework belongs to this line of work with a difference that we use reinforcement learning to dynamically expand queries instead of following handcrafted rules such as using k-nearest neighbors. Reinforcement Learning: Our work aligns with existing work using reinforcement learning to collect evidences. Narasimhan et al. (2016) utilize external evidence to improve information extraction. While the work requires handcrafted features, our model uses dense embedding features. Athukorala et al. (2016) devise an interactive search engine balancing exploration and exploitation. Their work relies on user interaction to make decisions. In contrast, our work does not rely on active feedback, which can be expensive to obtain under our settings. Rodrigo and Cho (2017) introduce a query reformulation system based on reinforcement learning that rewrites a long and complex query to maximize the number of relevant documents returned. Differently, we do not assume complex queries and focus on recommending relevant stocks in our system. Zhong et al. (2017) solves a different problem, i.e. translating natural language questions to corresponding SQL queries.
Problem Definition
Our task is to find stocks relevant to a concept according to a variety of data sources, such as news, tweets and company files. Formally, given a concept c, a set of m stocks {o i } m i=1 and n data sources
and each D i j is a sequence of words w 1 , w 2 ...w |D i j | , we assume the relevant stocks of the concept are revealed in the data sources (e.g. we discover PetroChina as a concept stock of 'petroleum' from the document 'PetroChina acquires Keppel's entire stake in Singapore Petroleum') and the task is to automatically discover these relations and select a subset of stocks as c's concept stocks based on the data sources 
Representation
Motivated by the success of embedding-based models Pennington et al., 2014) in capturing semantic regularities, we use embeddings to represent concepts, stocks and documents.
In particular, we adopt Chinese word segmentation (Yang et al., 2017 ) to obtain words from documents. Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014 ) is then used on the documents of each data source S i to obtain a local word embedding matrix E i and a local document embedding matrix F i , where each column of E i (F i ) corresponds to a word (document) vector representation of S i . In particular, we use embeddings, E i c and E i o as the local concept representation of c and the local stock representation of o in data source S i , respectively. Furthermore, we obtain a global word embedding matrix E by averaging the local embedding matrices, E 1 ...E n , where E c and E o are regarded as the global concept representation of c and the global stock representation of o, respectively.
We propose a ranking baseline and a reinforcement learning model for query expansion based on these representations.
Ranking Baseline
Inspired by Shen et al. (2014a; 2014b) , our ranking baseline discriminatively projects the representations of concepts and evidences of stocks into a semantic space for measuring their relevances.
Mining Evidences: Formally, given a concept c and a stock o, we consult the data sources, retrieving the set of documents {D i c,o } most relevant to (c, o) from each data source S i as evidences.
To obtain evidences, we use c's local embedding E i c and o's local embedding E i o for representing the stock-concept pair (c, o). Cosine similarities are calculated between E i c + E i o and each column of F i for measuring the semantic relatedness of each document to (c, o) . Suppose that the columns are normalized, the scores are calculated as:
q (q is set as 5 empirically) documents {D i c,o } with the maximum scores are selected as evidences from each S i . When |F i | is large, we use approximate k-nearest-neighbor algorithms, namely Locality Sensitive Hashing (Datar et al., 2004) , to improve efficiency.
Learning to Rank o Given c: The overall framework for measuring relevances is shown in Figure 2 (a). Given a concept c and stock o, for each data source S i , the local stock representation E i o and the local document representations of the q most relevant documents, denoted as {F i c,o }, are sequentially fed into Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to acquire a semantic representation of the evidences.
A bidirectional extension (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005 ) is applied to capture semantics both left-to-right and right-to-left. As a result, two sequences of hidden states are obtained, i.e. h 1 , h 2 ... h q+1 and h 1 , h 2 ... h q+1 . We concatenate h t and h t at each time step to obtain the final hidden states h 1 , h 2 ...h q+1 .
Average pooling (Boureau et al., 2010 ) is applied on the hidden states h 1 , h 2 ...h q+1 to obtain evidence representation I i c,o ,
We concatenate all I i c,o with the global concept representation of c (i.e. the average of local representations, E 1 c ...E n c ) and feed the result to a softmax layer to obtain the probability of a stock o being c's concept stock, denoted as p(o|c). Given a concept c, all stocks are ranked by the probabilities.
Given a set of gold-standard concept stock data, supervised learning is conducted to learn p(o|c). The loss function is defined as:
Here y is 1 when o is a concept stock of c, and 0 otherwise. Equation 3 maximizes p(o|c) (1 − p(o|c)) when y = 1 (y = 0). AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011 ) is applied to update parameters.
Recommendation via Query Expansion
The ranking baseline can require large amounts of annotated data to deliver satisfying performance (Shen et al., 2014a,b) , which can be costly. In addition, the algorithm has to deal with highly imbalanced datasets, since there are thousands of stocks in a stock market, but only a few are related to a concept c, which greatly harms the performance of discriminatively trained algorithms (Wu and Chang, 2003) . We take a different approach, utilizing the same data sources and representations as the ranking baseline. To better leverage a small amount of supervision data, we apply reinforcement learning to expand the query concept c, consulting supporting evidences from the data sources {S i } m i=1 . We leverage embedding similarities as a basis for concept-stock relatedness. The advantage is that embeddings can be trained over large scale raw texts unsupervisedly, without the need for manually labeled stock lists.
Direct Semantic Relatedness
Embeddings represent similarities between concepts and stocks if they co-exist literally in a context window during embedding training. As a result, irrelevant (relevant) stocks are less (more) similar to the concept c, since they infrequently (frequently) co-occur, which alleviates the problem brought by imbalanced datasets in that irrelevant stocks can be spotted at ease.
Global representations of c and o is utilized to obtain a direct relevance scoref (c, o):
where · denotes the dot product operation. The stocks are ranked byf (c, o) and concept stocks are these with the maximum cosine similarities.
Indirect Semantic Relatedness by Query Expansion
Whilef (c, o) measures direct relevance between c and o in embedding contexts, we want to find those o that are indirectly relevant to c by reasoning as shown in Figure 1 . Query expansion (Kuzi et al., 2016; Diaz et al., 2016 ) is used to this end. 
We define E [c, [ce] ] as the addition of E c and each E ce . The baseline is relatively inflexible since a fixed number of k expansion concepts are selected for all c. In contrast, the reasoning procedures shown in Figure 1 can take an arbitrary number of steps. Besides, the naive baseline does not incorporate supervision, thus being unable to decide whether the selected concepts are beneficial for concept stock recommendation. We use reinforcement learning to tackle this issue, directly learning how to expand queries from a few labeled cases. Given c, our method works iteratively, expanding the concept until it expects further expansions are not desired. For each candidate concept to expand c, a decision is made by the model on whether it will improve, worsen or have no effect on recommendation accuracies.
Based on these, we model query expansion with a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to discriminatively select expansion concepts for c to maximize recommendation accuracies, while requiring much less training data compared to the ranking baseline.
The overall framework is shown in Figure 2 (b) . Formally, a MDP is a list [Z, A, T, R], where Z = {z} is a set of states, A = {a} is a set of actions, T (z, a) is a transition function, which determines the next state z = T (z, a) after performing action a on z, and R is a reward function. We describe each in detail below:
States: Each state z is a list of lists: context }] are fed into separate Bi-LSTM to obtain a concept representation and candidate concept representations, respectively. We further concatenate these representations and use a linear layer to obtain Q-values Q(z, a; θ) for each action a (Sutton and Barto, 1998). Note that we do not use softmax to normalize the Q-values since Q-value is the expectation of discounted sums of rewards by definition instead of probabilities. The action with the maximum Q-value is chosen.
Reward: A reward r is associated at each step specified by the reward function R, which evaluates the goodness of action a on state z. We use the difference of mean average precision (MAP) (Christopher et al., 2008) before and after an action a as the reward function:
where MAP is defined as: We choose MAP based on two reasons: (1) MAP provides a measure of quality, which has been shown to have good discrimination and stability. Besides, MAP is roughly the average area under the precision-recall curve for a set of queries (Christopher et al., 2008) . Thus, optimizing MAP can indirectly improve both precision and recall.
(2) MAP provides smoother scores than other metrics such as Precision@K and Recall@K.
In summary, at each step, the MDP framework chooses an action a based on a state z, obtaining a Select a random action a 10: else 11:
Send state z to neural agent 12:
Obtain action a from action network 13:
end if 14:
Obtain new state z ← T (z, a) 15:
Calculate reward, r ← R(z, a, z ) 16:
Store sample (z, a, z , r) to M 17:
Update state z ← z 18:
Sample mini-batch (zt, at, z t , rt) from M 19:
Calculate sample estimate using Equation 11 20:
Perform a batch gradient descent step on the action network, updating parameters θ using Equation 12 21: Update θtarget ← θ at every C steps.
22:
if a == action (4) then 23: break 24:
end if 25:
end while 26:
Send the final [c, [ce] ] to E and rank the stocks 27: end for 28: end for new state z and a reward r, which forms a sample, (z, a, z , r). The process repeats until action (4) is chosen.
Learning
We adopt Q-learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998) to optimize the neural agent, which uses a function Q(z, a) to represent Q-values and the recursive Bellman equation to perform Q-value iteration, when observing a new sample (z, a, z , r). Since the state space Z can be extremely large in practice, we represent the Q-value function Q(z, a) with a neural agent shown in Figure 2 (b) named the action network parametrized by θ (Mnih et al., 2015) . The deep Q-learning method has the ability to capture nonlinear features and achieve better performance compared with traditional methods (Narasimhan et al., 2015) . Formally,
To improve learning stability, sample reward estimates are obtained from a separate target network with the same architecture as the action network (Mnih et al., 2015) , parametrized by θ target . Formally, the sample reward estimate of (z, a, z , r) is:
Note that if the action (4) is taken, y = r since the process stops at state z and no further action will be taken so that the sum of rewards is r. To learn the model parameters θ, the action network outputs Q(z, a; θ) should be close to sample estimates obtained from target network. Thus, we introduce an experience memory M to save history samples and select a mini-batch of samples according to a uniform distribution. We use the mean square error as the loss function:
The training phase is shown in Algorithm 1. In lines 8-12, we use -greedy exploration, which encourages the agent to explore unknown state space (Sutton and Barto, 1998).
Experiments

Datasets
We construct two datasets from the Chinese websites, Jinrongjie 2 and Tonghuashun 3 , respectively, which are two mass medias for China stock markets. These two websites periodically publish their concept stock lists, which are manually collected and analyzed by their financial professionals. We observe high quote change correlations of the stocks of each concept c and their lists are commonly used by investors to select stocks, which confirms the credibility of these datasets. The Jinrongjie dataset consists of 206 concepts and each concept has an average of 25.4 manually suggested concept stocks. For the Tonghuashun dataset, there are 900 concepts and 15.6 manually suggested concept stocks on average.
There are two main stock exchanges in China, the Shanghai Stock Exchange 4 and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange 5 . We crawled stock lists from their official websites, with 3326 stocks in total.
We utilize four public data sources, S 1 to S 4 , the statistics of which are shown in Table 1 . Given the Jinrongjie and Tonghuashun datasets, we randomly select 70%, 10% and 20% of the concepts as training, development and testing sets, respectively.
Baselines and Parameter Settings
We compare our method with four baselines:
Search is a naive information retrieval baseline, which sends the concept c and each stock o to an inverted index and obtains a list of top-k ranked documents (k = 5 in experiments) by a fixed ranking metric, Ocapi BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009) . The stocks are ranked by the average of top-k documents' BM25 scores.
Rank is our ranking baseline. Five top-ranked documents from each source are fed into the model. All 3326 stocks are ranked for each concept.
Semantics ranks the stocks using Equation 4, which is the naive semantic relatednessf (c, o).
Semantics+ extends Semantics by including 8 most similar words to expand original concepts.
Semantics++ extends Semantics by including the most similar words with similarities larger than 0.65 to expand original concepts. On average, 6.3 concepts are included. For our model, denoted as RL, we set the window size as 80, the embedding size as 300 and the vocabulary size as 100, 000 in view of the large variety of phrases after word segmentation to train Doc2Vec. Also, the experience memory size is set to 50, 000 and older training samples are abandoned. The value is set as 1 at the start and gradually decreases to 0.1 after 3000 annealing steps. We perform a training phase after every 3 decision steps. The mini-batch size is set to 50. Dropout is applied to avoid overfitting and the dropout rate is 0.5. We set the learning rate for AdaGrad as 0.01. Gradient clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013 ) is adopted to prevent gradient exploding and vanishing during training process.
Recommendation Accuracies
We use four metrics, mean average precision (MAP), precision at 5 and 10 (P @5, P @10) and recall at 30 (R@30) to evaluate the algorithms. The results are shown in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , the first observation is that RL outperforms the baselines on both datasets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of combining semantic relatedness with query expansion based on reinforcement learning. The baseline Rank achieves the second best results. The large gap between RL and Rank indicates that RL is much easier to train compared to Rank on small data.
Second, we observe that Semantics+ improves over Semantics, which shows that query expansion has the potentials to alleviate concept ambiguities and benefit concept stock recommendation. Semantics++ can outperform Semantics+ by considering semantic similarities. Also, compared to The last observation is that Search performs the worst among the methods. This sheds light on the limitations of traditional search models and confirms the effectiveness of semantic modeling by word embedding and neural models.
Influence of Size of Training Data
We increase the amount of training concepts and study whether RL is easier to train than Rank. The results on Tonghuashun is shown in Figure 3 (similar patterns are demonstrated using Jinrongjie). With more training concepts, the MAPs of both methods increase. However, RL consistently outperforms Rank and the margin becomes larger. Thusly, we conclude that RL requires less data than Rank to achieve similar performance. Figure 4 shows the efficiency of all algorithms on testing data. The three unsupervised algorithm Search, Semantics and Semantics+ are more efficient compared to the supervised algorithm, Rank and RL. RL is more efficient compared to Rank, since Rank has to rank every stock to obtain concept stocks. Table 3 : Example concept stocks, where stock indicates a incorrectly recognized concept stock.
Efficiency Comparison
Case Study
Data Sources Effectiveness: To study the effectiveness of data sources, we count how many concepts are chosen from each data source during query expansion. For the Tonghuashun test data (similar tendencies are observed for Jinrongjie), 761, 689, 199, 344 concepts are selected for S 1 -S 4 , respectively. Accumulated rewards of these concepts for S 1 -S 4 are 76.13, 61.32, 7.49 and 14.10, respectively. We conclude that News and Reports are relatively more effective for improving recommendation accuracies. Recommended Stocks: To obtain a better understanding of our method, we examine the symbols of the top-5 selected stocks of concepts and some examples are shown in Table 3 .
We notice that RL can effectively extend concepts with relevant concepts. For example, the algorithm extends 中 字 头 (Sino) with 中 国 (China) and 国企 (State-owned enterprises), 特斯 拉 (Tesla) with 入华 (into China), 电动车 (Electric cars) and 马斯克 (Musk) and 智能物流 (Intelligent Logistics) with 物 流 (Logistics), CSN (China Smart Logistic Network), 仓 储 (Warehousing) and 配 送 (Delivery), which results in more accurate concept stocks.
For 特 斯 拉 (Tesla), RL made two mistakes due to rumor and ambiguity. For example, 上 海 临 港SHLG is chosen because of rumors that Tesla will establish a new factory there. 万向钱 潮WXQC is mistakenly chosen because 万向钱 潮WXQC is called China's Tesla in some news due to its investments in electric cars. In contract, Semantics+ and Rank are limited by lack of su-pervision and highly unbalanced datasets, respectively. For example, Rank mistakenly chooses 美 菱 电 器MLDQ in that it confuses 智 能 家 电 (Smart Appliances) with 智 能 物 流 (Intelligent Logistics). We conclude that RL is capable of expanding concepts with relevant concepts that helps find more revelant stocks.
Conclusion
We have investigated a reinforcement learning method to automatically mine evidences from large-scale text data for measuring the correlation between a concept and a list of stocks. Compared to standard information retrieval methods, our method leverages a small amount of training data for obtaining a flexible strategy of query expansion, thus being able to disambiguate contexts in exploration. Results on two Chinese datasets show that our method is highly competitive for our task, thus providing a tool for investors to gain understandings of emerging markets.
